The contribution of this paper is to present an E A BEFA EFA for order dependencies, analogous to Armstrong's axiomatization for FDs [1]. This provides a formal framework for reasoning about ODs. There are two reasons for one to pursue an axiomatization.
Dependencies have played a significant role in database design for many years. They have also been shown to be useful in query optimization. In this paper, we discuss dependencies between lexicographically ordered sets of tuples. We introduce formally the concept of and present a set of axioms (inference rules) for them. We show how query rewrites based on these axioms can be used for query optimization. We present several interesting theorems that can be derived using the inference rules. We prove that functional dependencies are subsumed by order dependencies and that our set of axioms for order dependencies is sound and complete.
AB CDE ACB
Consider the following SQL query (in Example 1). In the schema, A is a AB CA table with a row per day, and A is a very large DE F table recording all individual sales. Each has a surrogate,valued column A , which is the primary key for A . In the A dimension table, each row describes a given day with explicit columns as AB, DEAB B, F , and A that describe the natural date values (and additional columns that qualify that day, such as whether it is a weekend day or holiday).
Assume we have a tree index for A on AB, F , A . This index cannot help in a query plan, however, to accomplish the group,by because DEAB B intercedes. Of course, DEAB B is logically redundant here, as F (which follows it in the group,by) functionally determines DEAB B. (First quarter encompasses the months of January, February, and March, second quarter, the months of April, May, and June, and so forth.) The query's author could not leave DEAB B out of the group,byeven if he realizes it would be better to -because it is stated in the . The query optimizer could, however, use an index scan to have the tuple stream in AB, F order to accomplish the !B E" on AB, DEAB B, F , AD it recognizes that AB, F and AB, DEAB B, F offer the same partition. This is done by query optimizers today -given the functional dependency (FD) information that F → DEAB B is available to the optimizer -by rewrite.
For the query above, the rewrite might still not be applied, since the query specifies the answers to be ordered by AB, , F
. The FD that F → DEAB B is F logically sufficient to eliminate DEAB B from the order,by, as it was to eliminate it from the group,by. Since a query plan must guarantee the order,by, it likely will include a sort operator for AB, DEAB B, F , after all.
To see that the FD does not suffice to eliminate DEAB B from the order,by, imagine the values for DEAB B were the strings DA CF, C , F A , and D F . Data would be lexicographically ordered as DA CF, D F , C , then F A ! Of course, we intend that values of DEAB B are, say, 1, 2, 3, and 4, so the data would order naturally as by date. It is unfortunate, then, that DEAB B is, in fact, redundant (in this query) in the order,by also, but that the optimizer does not have the means to eliminate it.
What is missing is the semantic information that F C DEAB B, which is more than just that F D FA E F BA C DEAB B. This states that as values AC from one tuple to another on F , they must AC , or stay the same, from the one tuple to the other on DEAB B (that is, the values do not descend from the one tuple to the other on DEAB B). These have been called A C (ODs), in contrast to functional dependencies. Our objective is to bring reasoning about order dependencies into the query optimizer. A query plan for the query above could then eliminate DEAB B from F the order, by and the group,by clauses, and the index on AB, F , A might then provide for an efficient plan with no need for a sort operator.
The notion of order dependencies can be greatly generalized, and the potential use of them in query optimization shown to be vast. The relationships between ordered sets have been explored in the past and several different notions of have been considered. In this work, we consider just A E A E ordering of tuples, as by the order,by operator in SQL, because this is the notion of order used in SQL and within query optimization for tuple streams.
The axioms provide A CA F into how dependencies
behave -and patterns for how dependencies logically follow from others -that are not easily evident reasoning from first principles. 2. A C and B F axiomatization is the first necessary step to designing an efficient A D .
Our axioms for ODs help us explore beneficial query rewrites. We show how they can be cast as a new type of integrity constraint to be used in query optimization. We derive theorems based on our axioms, which illustrate surprising inferences and equivalences over ODs, and which can provide for powerful query rewrites. While ODs for databases have been explored before, we present the first general axiomatization for them. We prove the C CC of the axioms. We demonstrate that Armstrong's axiomatization for FDs is subsumed within our axiomatization for ODs. (In this sense, ODs can be thought of as a generalization of FDs.) We then prove the B F CC of the set of axioms. Working with ODs is more involved than with FDs because the order of the attributes matters. Thus, we must work with ACFC of attributes instead of with C FC. This necessarily complicates our axioms -compared with Armstrong's axioms for FDs -and the proofs of our theorems.
CF
In Section 2, we present (ODs) formally. We provide background, our notational conventions, and definitions for ODs (Section 2.1). We show from where ODs in databases naturally arise (Section 2.2). We demonstrate a number of effective ways ODs may be used in query optimization (Section 2.3). We discuss a query optimization technique with ODs that we have implemented as a prototype in IBM DB2 [18] , and our ongoing work with these techniques. In Section 3, we introduce the axiomatization for ODs (Section 3.1), and we prove the soundness of the axioms (Section 3.2). We derive a collection of theorems using our axioms -which we use in the proof of completenesswhich illustrate the utility of our axioms (Section 3.3). In Section 4, we prove the completeness of the axiomatization. We sketch our proof of completeness (Section 4.1). We demonstrate how FDs are C C B within order dependencies (Section 4.2). With the requisite pieces in place, we present the formal proof of completeness of the axiomatization (Section 4.3). In Section 5, we discuss related work. In Section 6, we present plans for future work and make concluding remarks. This work, we feel, opens exciting venues for future work to develop a powerful new family of query optimization techniques in database systems.
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We first set out formal definitions for order dependencies that we need later in proofs. Next, we illustrate ODs in databases and how they arise. We then show the use,case scenarios for ODs for query optimization.
D
We adopt the notational conventions in Table 1 . We consider a relation with a schema set of attributes . Let be an arbitrary FE A CFE ; thus a C F of tuples under 's schema with attributes . We limit table instances to C FC in our definitions, to keep our definitions simpler and easier to follow. However, this could be changed to B FA C FC easily, with no consequences to our axiomatization.
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The concept of functional dependencies has come to have profound importance in databases, especially in schema design. While functional dependencies are a simple notion in some ways, reasoning over them is, somewhat surprisingly, not nearly as simple. To gain insight into how sets of FDs behave, and to simplify the reasoning process over them, Armstrong provided an axiomatization for them [1] . Beyond layout and indexes, FDs play additional important roles in query optimization. Knowledge about prescribed FDs on the schema are used in the query,rewrite phase of optimization potentially to eliminate predicates. They are used in the cost,based phase to do better cardinality estimation. They are used also to recognize partitioning equivalences of tuple streams within query plans.
We have introduced ODs in analogy to FDs: functional dependencies are to group,by as order dependencies are to order, by. On the one hand, order is F important in the pure relational model on the A E side of the fence. Relational instances are C FC of tuples. (Implemented systems allow for B FA C FC of tuples, but again, there is no notion of order.) A schema is a C F of attributes. SQL concedes a single order,by clause to be appended to a query to order the result set, as a convenience, given that people often want to see the results sorted in a given way. (This said, there are many places where order is C BE FA E meaningful. #EFE CF EB extensions to the relational model make order a part of the model. For other data models such as XMLand XQuery over it -order is an integral part of the model.)
On the other hand, order plays pivotal roles on the physical side, in the physical database and in query optimization. Data is often stored sorted by a clustered (tree) index's key. In a query plan, an operator that takes as input the output stream of another operator can benefit in cases when the stream is sorted in a particular way. Aggregation queries (group,by) can be evaluated F D if the stream is ordered already in a way compatible with the requested !B E", partition, rather than needing to do a partitioning operation that could involve heavy I/O expense. While order is not part of the relational model, per se, ordered value domains are of key importance for most databases, and most queries. Many types of ODs are apparent in the semantics of databases (even though these ODs are not declared explicitly). Perhaps the most important of these ordered domains in practice is FAB . AB and EF (time at a coarser granularity) are richly supported in the SQL standards. The common benchmark TPC, DS has 99 queries. Of these, 85 involve date operators and predicates (and five involve time operators and predicates). This is common for data,warehouses. Even if we were just limited to ODs over the date/time domain, we could derive great benefits in query optimization.
Figure 2 represents possible ODs, in which the left,hand side of a dependency is FAB and the right,hand side is one of the paths through the diagram. Each node is an equivalent class of the list of attributes leading up to it, with respect to the starting point. Theorem 10 proves that any list appearing on the left side can be suffixed by attributes appearing along an equivalent path. This is shown in Example 4.
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Order dependencies are not just limited to the time domain, however. They arise naturally in many other domains from the real,world semantics associated with given data. All that is required is that the values of a column (or list of columns) are monotonically non,decreasing with respect to the values of another column (or list of columns). This property is fairly common when columns are functionally related.
EXAMPLE 5. Consider a table *A+ that includes columns for taxable F , tax BA , , and A+ on the income. The tax brackets are based on the level on income (and so rise with income level). Assume taxes go up with income. Then,
Assume the table has a tree index on F . Given a query on the table with an order,by on BA , , A+ , with the OD above, it could be evaluated using the index on F .
Instead of being columns with explicit data, BA , and A+ could be derived by functions or case expressions -say, if Taxes were a view -or generated columns in the table. In these cases, it would be possible for the database system to derive the order,dependency constraints above automatically. In [12] , it was shown how to derive such monotonicity "constraints" from generated columns via algebraic expressions (in IBM DB2). Of course, one could prescribe the set of order dependencies as check constraints directly to benefit by this technique.
Such monotonic dependencies can be derived from built,in SQL functions, from user,defined functions (to some degree), and from case expressions. The SQL function & AB, for example, extracts the year component of a datestamp. Thus, given a datestamp
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In [17] , the authors expounded on the important role of in query optimization. They demonstrated numerous examples of how better EC A over A F CFA C in the query optimizer could lead to significantly better performing query plans. They introduced query rewrites in IBM DB2 that could replace one labeled interesting order by another, when it is known the two order in the same way (that is, are A E F, as we have defined it).
They showed how these rewrites could allow the optimizer to consider additional query plans that process $ A , , , and ACFA F operators more efficiently. By recognizing that a tuple stream ordered with respect to some criteria is equivalently ordered with respect to other criteria, a sort on input can be removed for a sort,merge join. Order,by and group,by operators can be satisfied with no need for a sorting or partitioning operation more often, as with our Example 1. Likewise, as the distinct operator is exchangeable with group,by, the need for a sorting or partitioning operation to satisfy distinct can be lessened.
Our work builds upon this work. Their rewrites rely on functional dependency information available to the optimizer, but do not exploit any semantics, as defined by us. Our work permits a greater range of rewrites. For example, they could reduce an order,by AB, F , DEAB B to an order,by AB, F , based upon the FD +F , → +DEAB B,. (Likewise, they could reduce the equivalent group,by.) However, they could not reduce the order,by AB, DEAB B, F to AB, F , as we did in Example 1, since their techniques do not employ the idea of ODs. (It is Theorem 8 below, called DF % ABA EF , which follows from our axiomatization, which justifies this rewrite.)
In [17] , they introduced a rewrite algorithm for order,by called " . It sweeps the order,by attribute list from right to left, seeking to eliminate attributes. Each iteration through the list, the prefix C F with respect to the F attribute -that is, the set of attributes to the left of the current -is checked to see whether it D FA E F BA C the current attribute. If so, the attribute is dropped from the list.
We can augment that algorithm -call it " & -to do an additional step. Each iteration through the list, it can additionally be checked whether any postfix ACF with respect to the current attribute -that is, a list of attributes to the right of the current -C the current attribute. If so, the attribute is dropped from the list. Given the OD [F ] ↦ [DEAB B], both order,by AB, F , DEAB B and AB, DEAB B, F would be reduced to AB, F .
Order dependencies are in terms of lists of attributes, not sets as for functional dependencies. This makes matching in rewrites using ODs more complex generally, but also increases the possibilities for matches. Consider D ↦ B. Then ABD could be reduced to AD. However, ABCD cannot be! The attribute C intervening between the B and D invalidates the rewrite. For the rewrite by Theorem 8 to apply, the list on the right,hand side of the OD must precede directly the list on the left,hand side. If we knew D ↦ BC, then ABCD could be reduced to AD.
A major part of our continued work with order dependencies is to develop a number of efficient rewrite rules for the query optimizer, as they did in [17] , to exploit ODs effectively. Our OD axiomatization provides us the means now to pursue this. The axioms and related theorems as in Section 3.3 provide us with insight into the types of rewrites that are possible. In [18] , we developed query rewrites in a prototype branch of the IBM DB2 9.7 codebase that demonstrates the effectiveness of rewrites using order equivalences. In data,warehouses, date is often represented explicitly as a dimension table of its own, with the primary key of the date table made as a surrogate key [11] . While this design can have compelling advantages, the surrogate key can cause problems for efficiently evaluating queries.
A majority of queries in a data warehouse are over the fact The details of when and how this rewrite can be performed in a general way are provided in [18] . We built a prototype implementing such rewrites in IBM DB2 V.9.7 and performed experiments over TPC,DS to demonstrate the efficiency of the approach. Thirteen of TPC,DS`s queries matched the conditions for this rewrite. Every one of these thirteen benefited, with an average performance gain of 48%. Since this work reported in [18] , we have continued work on the prototype. We have added a new type of check constraint which expresses an OD. We have implemented more OD rewrite rules which now rewrite eighteen of TPC,DS's queries with performance gain. Consider our technique from [18] (
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A key concern in dependency theory is developing the algorithms for testing logical implication. Developing inference rules is an approach to show logical implication between dependencies.
( / DEFINITION 6. (A proof of OD θ from ℳ) Let ℳ be a set of prescribed ODs. A proof of OD B from ℳ with the set of inference rules ℐ is a sequence B = B D , … , B F (H ≥ 1) such that for L ∈ [1, H] either B M ∈ ℳ, or there exists a substitution for some rule B ∈ ℐ , such that B M is consequence of N, and such that for each order dependency in the predecessor of B the corresponding order dependency is in the set {B O | 1 ≤ R < L}.
The OD B is provable from ℳ using axioms ℐ (relative to set of attributes ') denoted ℳ ⊢ ℐ B, if there is a proof of B from ℳ using ℐ. We now introduce axioms (inference rules) for ODs. 
Two of our axioms generate trivial dependencies [20] : Reflexivity and Normalization . We define the closure of the set of OD ℳ, denoted ℳ [ , to be the set of ODs that are logically implied by ℳ. = as T = T . Therefore we can suffix T by list # and T = T holds. Hence, T U ≼ T U as we know that U ≼ U . Scenario (2), as T ≺ T implies that we can suffix list T by U and T U ≼ T U holds. PROOF. Let C F ∈ r r r r, such that ≼ . By ↦ which is given ≼ which implies ≼ and it ends the proof. ∀ . ↦ ∧ ↦ implies ↦ . □ LEMMA 6. 4Soundness of Suffix5 DDA AC C PROOF. 4A 5 Let C F ∈ r r r r, such that ≼ . Therefore ≼ as ↦ is given, which implies that ≼ ( ↦ ). 
4CB6 A 5 Let
C F ∈ r r r r, such that ≼ . Therefore (1) = and ≼ or (2) ≺ is true. Scenario (1) directly implies that ≼ ( ↦ ). Scenario (2) where ≺ implies that ≺ . This is because ⊀ implies ≺ which implies ≺ . Hence ⊀ . This
( ( 8
We introduce additional inference rules as they will be used throughout the paper.
The following theorem is helpful to prove the Eliminate, Left Eliminate and Drop. 
C-6 B
In Section 4.1, we sketch the important elements of the proof for completeness of our OD axiomatization. We establish that ODs subsume FDs in Section 4.2, followed by the formal completeness proof of our axiomatization in Section 4.3.
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Our proof is constructive. To prove the axiomatization is complete, it suffices to demonstrate, for any set of ODs ℳ, a The table that we construct for the set of order dependencies ℳ will consist of two parts: split(ℳ) and swap(ℳ). We shall construct these two parts of -the first half of the table, split(ℳ), and the second half, swap(ℳ) -in such a way that satisfies ℳ. The purpose of split(ℳ) will be to falsify every OD of the form ↦ not in ℳ [ . The purpose of swap(ℳ) will be to falsify every OD of the form ↦ , Chain axiom is used to prove following two theorems.
[ The table we construct will be split(ℳ) append swap(ℳ) (which we call split,swap form). We shall construct split(ℳ) in a way that is analogous to the construction in Ullman's proof of the completeness of Armstrong's axiomatization for FDs in [20] . This proves our axiomatization for ODs is sound and complete over FDs.
We shall construct swap(ℳ) in a way to falsify each OD ↦ not in ℳ [ (but for which ↦ is in ℳ [ ). This construction will be more complex than for split(ℳ). For each pair of attributes A and B from ℳ, we determine whether there needs to be a swap between A and B -a pair of tuples C and F such that ≺ , but f ≺ f -and, if so, the F F in which swap between A and B need to occur. DEFINITION Constructing table swap(ℳ) is not straightforward. We are able to simplify the construction via structural induction. The hypothesis is as follows.
HYPOTHESIS 1 -F CAC.. ! C B DA A F / D E C F D "#C ℳ B C EFF A F C {h D , … , h i } F ACFC E FE A C AF C0E D B F EF CEFACDA C E AC B F 0AF C F F ℳ
We prove the base case of this for j ≤ 2 (in Lemma 11). We hypothesize this is true for any ℳ with a fixed j number of attributes. We then prove that for any ℳ with j + 1 attributes that the hypothesis remains true (Theorem 17). Proof of the induction hypothesis in essence completes the overall proof.
Induction provides us with a powerful mechanism within the proof. Consider any ℳ with j + 1 attributes. In the first case, if any of the attributes are constants with respect to ℳ, we can reduce the problem. We effectively $ F F those constant attributes from ℳ. This means we simply remove all occurrences of the attributes in the ODs. For example, if we are projecting out B and E, ABC ↦ DEF becomes AC ↦ DF. Call the result ℳ'. Then, ℳ' is over / or fewer attributes. By the induction hypothesis there is a table ' which it satisfies, and is complete with respect to, ℳ'. We can show easily how to construct a table from ' which must satisfy, and be complete with respect to, ℳ. This is established by Lemma 8.
PROOF. It is straightforward that ' satisfies ℳ ∪ {[] ↦ Z}
because Z is a constant in ' and Z does not appear in ℳ.
Clearly, ' falsifies each ↦ that does not mention Z that falsifies. For any ↦ that mentions Z, it is equivalent to some OD that does not mention Z by the Replace rule, which has already been established. 
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In this section we show completeness of our axiomatization over FDs. This result is then used toward showing completeness over ODs.
THEOREM 13. (FD and OD correspondence)
holds by Lemma 1 F → F is true. By Armstrong axiom, Reflexivity F → holds. Therefore by Armstrong axiom, Transitivity F → is true.
4CB6 A 5 If ↦
does not hold, there exists C F ∈ r r r r, such that ≼ but ⋠ . This implies that = and ≺ . Therefore ≠ and F = F and F → is not true. □ 
PROOF. Soundness is by Theorem 1, because of the correspondence between FDs and ODs (Theorem 13). The remaining step is to prove completeness over FDs, if ℳ ⊨ F → then ℳ ⊢ ℐ F → . This is equivalent to say if ℳ ⊨ ↦ F ℳ ⊢ ℐ ↦ for all lists that order the attributes of F and all lists likewise for by Theorem 13 and Permutation.
Firstly, we show that axioms for ODs imply Armstrong's axioms for FDs. We can do it because of soundness of axioms.
D
/ " '0 ⊆ F implies F → . 1. We are given that is a subset of F. 2. Therefore, the normalization rule implies that an order dependency ↔ holds, for some list that order the attributes of F and some list likewise for . However, this proves that axiom system comprising of inference rules ℐ is sound and complete for the set of FDs ℱ. We would like to show it is true for set of ODs ℳ.
Based on Theorem 15 ℳ and ℳ′ are equivalent (Definition 9). Also let ℱ = {F → | ↦ ∈ ℳ′}. Based on Permutation rule and Theorem 13 we know that any relation instance satisfying dependencies in ℱ satisfies dependencies in ℳ′ and vice versa.
Let F [ [20] , the closure of F (with respect to ℱ) be the set of attributes A such that F → A can be deduced from ℱ by Armstrong's axioms. We consider the relational instance with the two rows shown in figure below. Based on Ullman's [20] proof of soundness and completes of Armstrong's axioms, relation instance shows that if ℱ is the given set of dependencies, and F → cannot be proved by Armstrong, then is a relation in which the dependencies of ℱ hold but F → does not. That is, ℱ does not logically imply F → . This means the inference rules are sound and complete over ℱ. As there is no swaps in r r r r, we do not falsify anything in ℳ′, therefore ℳ, too. This ends the soundness and completeness proof for FDs over set of ℳ. □
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As discussed in Section 4 an OD can be falsified by a split or a swap. Using this, our proof for completeness is by case. If ↦ is not in ℳ [ , there will be a split in the sub,table split(ℳ) that we construct that falsifies ↦ , and so that falsifies ↦ also. If ↦ is not in ℳ [ , but ↦ is, there will be a swap in sub,table swap(ℳ) that falsifies ↦ . We construct table to satisfy, and to be complete with respect to, ℳ. Table will be split(ℳ) append swap(ℳ), as introduced above. Note that by Theorem 15 these are the only two scenarios. Figure 7 for each subset of attributes of F from ℳ.
LEMMA 10. (split(ℳ) satisfies ℳ). ! E ℳ 0AF CFE FC C AF-ℳ. C F DE CAD E "# A ℳ
PROOF. The relational instance split(ℳ) we have constructed contains splits, but no swaps. Therefore ↦ could be only falsified by split. (Consequently, ↦ is falsified, too.) But we know that we are sound and complete over set over FDs by Theorem 16 and by Lemma 9 appending of the tables does not introduce additional splits (except [] ↦ ) or swaps, therefore this is not possible. □ Figure 8 ) that satisfies, and is complete with respect to ℳ n . As #A ~ B is not in
Attributes of # Other attributes
Which context for A, B should we do this for? Not for all of them. It is the maximal contexts that are relevant. #, is a maximal context for A, B ADD it is a context for A, B and there is no other context #B, B such that (#B B) ⊃ (# ).
Since we use induction in the proof, we need to prove a base case of the induction hypothesis. We prove it for the cases of ℳ with 0, 1, and 2 non,constant attributes in the following Lemma.
LEMMA 11. (Induction base, j ≤ 2). ! EF B CF j ≤ 2 EFF A F C F ACFC E FE A C AF C0E D B F EF CEFACDA C E AC B F 0AF
C F F ℳ PROOF This can be directly shown by enumerating through all the possibilities. □
We have assumed so far that the (maximal) contexts, if any, for A, B are non,empty. There is the case where A, B has a single maximal context {}, the B F context. In this case, we cannot appeal to the induction hypothesis. Fortunately, such pair A, B will have special properties by virtue of the fact they have swapped orders only in the empty context. In fact, our sixth axiom schema speaks directly to this very case. (We likely would never have had the insight for the sixth axiom (schema) * EA had we not encountered this case while attempting to prove completeness.) In this case, we will be able to construct a two,row swap for A, B directly that does not falsify anything in ℳ [ .
LEMMA 12. (Empty context). ACFC E C0E D 3 4 0AF F B F BE ABE F F F EF CEFACDA C ℳ 0 A DE CAD A 3 5 4
PROOF. We construct a two,row swap with values 0 and 1 that falsifies A ~ B but cannot falsify anything in ℳ [ as shown in Figure 9 . For the latter, it suffices to prove that the swap does not falsify any C ~ D in ℳ [ For attributes that do not match A or B, it is important we do not introduce swaps between them, as this could falsify something in ℳ [ . It suffices to use the same value for these in each row. Call the two,row swap in Figure 9 . Table satisfies ℳ. Assume otherwise: for # ↦ ∊ ℳ, r r r r falsifies it. Let ↦ be over non, constants attributes, without loss of generality. Let E be the first element of #, and F of . If both E and F are from A, A's group or the remaining group attributes (as in Figure 9 ), or they are both from B or B's group attributes, then # and order the two tuples of the same way. Therefore, E must be from one group, and F from the other. Since ↦ ∊ ℳ [ Ordered sets and lattices have been a subject of research in mathematics [5] . In fact, our concept of OD is equivalent to C A BE A between two ordered sets. The work in mathematics has concentrated on investigating properties of, and relationships between, ordered sets rather than among the mappings. To the best of our knowledge, no inference system for describing relationships between mappings has been proposed.
Order dependencies were introduced for the first time in the context of database systems in [7] . However, the type of orders, hence the dependencies defined over them, were different from the ones we presented here. A dependency F ↝ holds if order over the values of E attribute in F implies an order over the values of E attribute of . (For simplicity, we use the arrow ↝ for different type of orders.) In other words, the dependency is defined over the sets of attributes rather than lists. The distinction between these two types of dependencies was later [13] aptly described as pointwise versus lexicographical order dependency. Formally, an instance satisfies a pointwise order dependency F ↝ if, for all tuples C and F for every attribute A in F, implies that for every attribute B in , f f , where ∈ {<, =, >, ≤, ≥}. In [8] a sound and complete set of axioms for such dependencies is defined together with an analysis of the complexity of determining logical implication. An application of the dependencies for an improved index design is presented in [6] .
Dependencies defined over lexicographically ordered domains were introduced in [13] under the name A E A E D FA E A C. Two other papers [14] , [15] by the same author develop a theory behind both lexicographical as well as pointwise dependencies (the latter were somewhat simpler than the dependencies defined in [7] ). A set of axioms (proved to be sound and complete) is introduced for pointwise dependencies, but -interestingly -not for lexicographical dependencies. Only a chase procedure is defined for the latter. An extension of relational algebra to ordered domains is presented in [15] .
Sorting is at the heart of many database operations: sort,merge join, index generation, duplicate elimination, ordering the output through the #$ order,by operator, etc. The importance of sorted sets for query optimization and processing has been recognized very early on. Right from the start, the query optimizer of System R [16] paid particular attention to A F CFA C by keeping track of all such ordered sets throughout the process of query optimization. In more recent research, [8] and [10] explored the use of sorted sets for executing nested queries. The importance of sorted sets has prompted the researchers to look the sets that have been explicitly generated. Thus, [12] shows how to discover sorted sets created as generated columns via algebraic expressions. (In DB2, a generated column is a column that can be computed from other columns in the schema.) For example, if column A is sorted, so is the generated column G defined as G = A/100 + A − 3 (that is, A ↝ G). We show in [18] how to use relationships between sorted attributes discovered by reasoning over the physical schema. The axiomatization presented here provides a formal way of reasoning (discovering) previously unknown (or hidden) sorted sets. Based on this work, many other optimization techniques can also be adapted.
CB 6E ACB BD E E 9C ?
Ordering permeates databases, to such an extent that we take it for granted. It appears in many queries and is relatively expensive to perform. The goal of this paper was to develop a theory behind dependencies over lexicographically ordered sets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at an axiomatization for such dependencies. We present that ODs subsumes FDs. We have also shown our inference rules for ODs are sound and complete.
Though now we conclude, the story of order dependencies is far from over. There is much more that can be done, and should be.
Future work in this area should pursue two lines of research: on the one hand, further investigation of the theoretical questions; on the other hand, applications of the theoretical framework in a practical database setting. These are further things we plan to do in future work.
One of the major practical applications which we are currently working on is a F B [20] Given a set of order dependencies ℳ and an arbitrary dependency ↦ , we would like to DDA A F decide whether ℳ logically implies ↦ . Such a theorem prover would be a useful tool in query optimization. Integrity constraints have been widely used in query optimization through 0 AF C. For example, functional dependencies have been shown to be useful in simplifying queries with , B B , and !B E" operations [17] , whereas inclusion dependencies can be used to remove certain joins over primary and foreign keys [4] . We believe that ODs can be used in similar ways to simplify queries with B B operation. We are exploring the use of ODs for EFE EC CA [2] . FDs are by far the most common integrity constraints in the real world. The notion of the key derived from a given set of FDs is a fundamental to the relational model. The determination of ODs might be an important part of designing databases in the relational model, too. It can be used in database normalization and denormalization. Order dependencies can reveal redundancies that cannot be detected using functional dependencies alone. It would be an interesting research topic to extend the results obtained there to the design of relational databases. 
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